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Mr. Chairman and other distinguished members of the Subcommittee
on Commodities and Services of The House of Representatives Committee
on Small Business, I am William C. Hannah Group Vice President, Glass
Containers, Ball Corporation.

I have with me this afternoon Frank A.

Bracken, Vice President and General Counsel of our company; Fred H.
Dellwo, Vice President of glass container and closure manufacturing; and
George H. Loughery, General Sales Manager, Consumer Products Division.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before your committee, Mr.
Chairman, to testify about a problem that greatly concerns all of us-the nationwide shortage of home canning equipment.

However, before

dealing with the specific problem at hand I would like to give you a
brief outline of our company.

Ball Corporation began manufacturing glass jars and caps and lids
for the home canning market as early as 1885.

Over the years through

internal expansion and acquisition the company has developed five
principal lines of business:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
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Glass container and consumer products.
Metal products.
Rubber and plastic products.
Aerospace, electronic and other electrical products.
Petroleum engineering and equipment.
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In 1974 our combined domestic and foreign net sales reached
$292,954,000.

Of this amount, sales of the glass containers and

consumer products group reached $87,056,000, or 30% of our overall
corporate sales.
The company presently operates four glass container plants located
in Asheville, North Carolina; Mundelein, Illinois; Okmulgee, Oklahoma;
and El Monte, California.

At each of these plants we manufacture glass

containers for both the commercial packaging and consumer markets.

In

the consumer products line we manufacture fruit jars, freezer jars and
jelly glasses for home canning.

These products are sold primarily

through grocery distribution channels.

At Muncie, Indiana and El Monte,

California we manufacture metal caps and lids for home canning use.

We

also sell freezer bags and boxes to the home food preservation market.
From the Company's first entry into the home canning business
over 90 years ago we have experienced fluctuating demand for our pro ducts.

For example, in 1895, 10 years after our entry into the market,

we sold 150,000 gross of fruit jars;--in 1905, 510,000;--1908, sales
had declined to 210,000 gross. In the war years of 1918-1919, 1.0
million gross each; by 1930 we were down to 450,000 gross.

1931 sales

ballooned to 1.2 million gross but 1940 saw us at a 320,000 gross level.
During WW II sales peaked in 1943 when we sold 1.6 million gross.

A

steady decline was noted after the war years with the exception of
1950 when sales increased to 600-million gross, probably as a result
of the Korean conflict.

I know statistics are boring, but I hope I have established that
the home canning business fluctuates greatly.
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There are many factors causing this fluctuation in volume.

We

think the economic health of our country probably played the major
role, followed closely by military action and then the weather.

A

late frost in spring or an early frost in the fall has a devastating
effect.

Equally damaging is a drought or conversely too much rain.

1972 was the most recent "wipe out" when Hurricane Agnes moved up the
East Coast destroying gardens from Florida to Maine and as far inland as
the state of Ohio.

We took back hundreds of thousands of dollars of

products that year. (:iowever, beginning in the spring of 1973, largely
as a result of certain national inflationary pressures, demand began
to intensify.

We also learned from seed industry sources that seed

companies had sold a lot more garden seeds than in previous years.
This indicated many new gardens and many new home canners.

Demand

rose sharply in July 1973, and as we prepared to meet it, a shortage of
soda ash and tinplate ~evelope0

Soda ash is a critical ingredient

for glass fabrication and, of course, without tinplate there could be no
lids or bands.

(1)

The soda ash shortage resulted from three major events.

The closing of several plants manufacturing

synthetic soda ash because of difficulties the plants had
in meeting environmental standards in their communities.

(2)

An increased demand for soda ash from the makers

of detergents.

In several states, the sale of detergents

with phosphates was banned, so the detergent makers switched
over to soda ash as a substitute ingredient.
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(3)

A disappointment in production at the soda ash

mines in Wyoming caused by natural gas curtailments, slow
downs and shortages of available workers.

The tightness of tinplate was just one facet of the general
steel shortage caused by a lack of domestic capacity when foreign
steel became unavailable.

With the shortages in 1973, many housewives entered 1974 in a
shortage frame of mind.

As a result, sales of glass jars for home

canning during the first quarter of 1974 surpassed anything in our
previous experience.

It also marked a change in buying habits.

Usually there is little or no movement of canning supplies in the first
quarter of the year.

As an example, our sales in 1st quarter 1973 were

only $166,000--in the same period of '74 they were $5,750,000.

Normally we build inventories in the fourth quarter of the year
but due to the continued shortage of raw materials throughout 1974 and
the change in buying habits from a seasonal pattern to a frantic "how
soon can I get them" we shipped much of the merchandise we manufactured
in the fourth quarter directly from our production lines to the customer.

As 1975 opened, raw material shortages were no longer a problem but
we began 1975 with very little inventory.

On January 1, we increased

our lid production to a 24-hour day, 7 days per week schedule, and we are
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continuing to operate on this basis.

At this point I would like to

pay tribute to the outstanding job our workers and union leaders
have done in maintaining this strenuous schedule.

They have approached

this challenge as though it were a national crisis which it is.

We

also began in 1975 to allocate our home canning production equitably
to our customers on the basis of their past purchases and timing.
This allocation method, on an item by item basis, is intended to
accommodate the needs in different harvesting seasons across the
country.

We began early in the year to ship jars and lids to cus-

tomers .in the South where harvesting is earlier, and of course are now
shipping into the Northern states.

Our sales and shipments are made

directly to chain warehouses, wholesalers and co-ops who in turn ship
directly to retail outlets.

Thus, the sale and distribution of our

products to the consumer market are not within our control.

With respect to our replacement cap and lid manufacturing we have

)y ~hipped

Y
\;

~

twice as many of these items in the first four months of 1975

ared to the same four months in 1974.

We have arranged for

additional productive capacity which will begin making shipments this
month and we have ordered a new lid line which is scheduled to be in
place in our Muncie facility in January of 1976.

Incidentally, you

will be interested to know that the new lid line was begun in September
1974 and that it takes approximately 15 months to build, receive, and
install all the equipment needed to complete the line.
be in full production by January 1, 1976.
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We expect to

-6With respect to the current lid shortage it is our impression
that many consumers are buying caps and lids early in anticipation of
a shortage with the result that they do not stay long on the grocery
shelves.

As a consequence, many consumers are having a hard time

finding the supplies that they require •

•\
,,f/

'

We general
,,_

ship four to five replacement lids for every lid

,_

----

__i_·s~ sold with a jar. _We firmly believe that one of the most
effective ways to avoid the shortage which we are currently facing is
to ask consumers to avoid buying or hoarding more supplies than they
actually need. (i.t has been estimated that 1.6 billion replacement

I

I

lids will be produced by the industry in 1975j

The 1970 census reports

I

approximately 63-million households.

l

being in May 1975, indicate that some home canning is done in 35 to

I

I

increased to 65-million or more.

40% of these households.

We now think this figure has

Our market surveys, the most recent

This is 23.75 million to 26.0 million

households doing some type of home canning.

If this is a correct

assumption, the 1.6 billion estimated production for 1975 of replacement lids converts to 60 to 70 lids for each of these home canning
households and, in our opinion, should go a long way in satisfying the
demand.

With respect to the jar supply for 1975, recent estimates from
seed companies indicate that there will be approximately six million

-

<.__-new gardens- this -----year.
It is also
estimated that approximate!~ 50%

--

of these new gardeners will home can for the first time.
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would indicate a total of 3 million new home canners and assuming that
each purchased 70 jars (with lids) a total of 210 million units would
be needed to meet the demand.
additional jars.

Also , many veteran canners will need

Current total industry production estimates for home

canning jars with lids for 1975 are in excess of 400 million units.
This would indicate that, again, the supply should be adequate to
satisfy the demand.

Mr. Chairman, I know there is a problem of supply in many parts
of the country.

We are receiving, daily, requests from housewives,

local groups of various types, and government officials both at the
state and national level to satisfy the increasing demand.

We are

being interviewed by literally dozens of media representatives each
week.

In all of our responses we are encouraging consumers to buy

only what they need for this year.

We have thousands of clippings

from papers all over the country confirming that the media is responding by urging their readers not to over buy.

However, in spite of

these efforts, information from our field salesmen and managers of
retail outlets indicate that in most instances a shipment of lids
received by a retail outlet disappears from the shelves in 24 hours or
less.

At Ball we are doing all we can to help meet the problem.

Beginning

in August 1973 we scoured the country looking for additional productive
capacity--we continued our efforts in 1974.

We were successful in

interesting a former maker of home canning lids to dust off his equipment and re-enter the market.
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additional production for us we did not have the tinplate to supply
him--he couldn't obtain tinplate--so his production was contracted for
by a competitor with tinplate and his product, the complete package-a jar with a cap--is now on the market shelf.

In 1975 we contracted

with another supplier furnished him the capital, gave him our manufacturing know-how, furnished all materials and he's now in production
on replacement lids.

I might add this outside production is being

purchased on a breakeven basis.

I am sincere and mean every word when

I say we are doing all we can to help meet the problem.

Hopefully, the shortage will be only temporary and by this time
next year the supply will be plentiful in all parts of the country.

I

only hope that we aren't faced with some unforeseen event which would
curtail our present all out production effort.

This concludes my testimony Mr. Chairman, but once again, I would
like to express my appreciation for the opportunity to appear before
you today.

William C. Hanna
roup Vice President
Glass Container''Group
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